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Background and Objective
Are external factors such as events able to affect long-term trends in sales? Answering 

this question is crucial for hindsighting and determining future outlook of the fashion 
store. To explore the impact of events on sales, major event features were engineered 
to predict sales at Orlando FOA store from April, Fiscal Year 2018 to September, Fiscal 
Year 2019. Key insights are provided for future empirical research and development of 
sustainable competitive marketing strategies.

Sales Data Cleaning: Noise Patterns Removal in Time Series
Noise patterns (weekly, yearly, holidays & promotions) were removed to eliminate 

undesirable impacts on sales other than events using Automatic Forecasting Algorithm.

Figure 2.        (a) Noise Patterns                                             (b) Original Sales vs. Cleaned Sales

Conclusion
The impact of events on sales is limited at Orlando FOA. We recommend to scale 

up the analysis to other stores to re-examine the effect of events, or switch the 
focus to other external factors like news to direct marketing strategies. 

Modeling
      A linear impact feature was derived using the formula                            , where C is 
the category and E is the event.  The impact feature was then feeded into the models.                        

Figure 5.  (a) Importance of Event Category Impacts                (b) Sales vs. Event Category Impact
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Events Data Exploration: Web Application
Events data were retrieved and processed from PredictHQ. Major features include 

category, rank, venue (distance, capacity) and date (duration, periodicity, time). A Bokeh 
web application was developed for self-service exploration.

Figure 1.  Web Application: Event Data Table, Map and Count Bar Plots

1. Feature Pre-screening

● Multicollinearity check: No significant inter-associations were observed.
● Univariate F-test: Expos and festivals appeared to be the most influential categories.

      

Figure 3. Correlation Heatmap                 Figure 4. Pairplot for Sales vs. Event Category Impacts
   
2. Regression

● Random Forest outperformed other regressors such as Gradient Boosting.
● R-squared = 0.43, with a test set accuracy of 92.18%.
● Most important event categories: sports, community and performing-arts.

      

  Table 1. F-test Result (sorted in descending F-score)
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